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57.	The lord excuses his passion by speaking of the beauty
of his mistress* eyes, in answer to his friends criticism.
Like fighting fish, by creeper kept apart1
In lotus-face fair ear-ringed, do they move
And spear-like gaze ! No one will blame who saw
Me moved by them that day—like to the sea
Foaming with nectar, churned by Kannan's hand!2
Only those who have never had the vision of God can scoff at the
devout, and those who see him are themselves converted to a like
devotion. (The ' fighting' of the fishes symbolises the conflict within
the mind between different interpretations of the vision that the Alvar
has. They are saved from final inconsistency by the preponderance of
some thought which is able to solve all doubts.)
58.	Her friend consoles the mistress by speaking of the
greatness of the lord : her case, difficult though it seems to
her, is easy for him to solve.
One foot gauged all the earth: one filled the sky
O'ershadowing all!3 What is there here for him
To measure—on high in heaven, the radiant lamp
Of all-pervading wisdom, unsurpassed,
With eyes like lotus blooming in the mire ?
Friends console the Alvar by reminding him of the manifold
greatness of God.
59.	The   foster-mother   pities   the   mistress, unable   to
endure the length of the night.
This child of sinful me, with well-formed teeth,
Round breasts and rosy mouth, keeps saying ' These
Fair nights eternal are as my desire
For tulasi! O Lord of great rich plains
With swelling sea, O Madhusudana!' *
Friends are filled with sympathy at the length of the Alvar's * dark
night of the soul.3 The teeth symbolise the growing purity of his life,
the red lips the ardour of his love.
1	Her eyes are like fish in their quick and beautiful movement.
The creeper that separates them is her nose.
2	For the churning of the ocean by Vishnu, see note on stanza 51.
3	In the Tri-Vikrama avatara.
4	Vishnu slew the demon, Madhu, and is hence called Madhusu-
dana.
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